OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENTS

KUWAIT

2 ASSIGNMENTS ABROAD TIMES, MUMBAI, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2021

Jobs & search jobs according to respective ref no:

Urgently required for a leading company for oil & gas construction project in the Testing independently and interpret the results.

PLUMBER worker category employees.

COSTING engineers:

Radiographic testing (RT) technician:

Certified (RT):

In Budget Preparation Monthly Cost Statement Good understanding work involves & trained and experienced Person. Organize and report results of PMI Shortlisting interviews will be held

Aim to see www.asiapower.co

Salary: Min. 400 TO 2200

Overseas Recruitment

For an Aquarium.

Candidates from GCC will be given priority. If we can get candidates who worked in companies like Al Shiravi, such as Tipper Bodies, Drop Side Bodies, etc. & All Kind of Vehicle Mounted Steel Fabricated Products Factory.

Other Superstructures, will be preferred

Boxes, Cargo Bodies, Polyurethane Panels, Ice Cream Boxes, etc.

Expert in Manufacturing Pressure Vessels, silos, fuel & All Kind of Vehicle Mounted Steel Fabricated Products Factory.

Thorough Knowledge in ASME Coded Vessels

B.E/ B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering with minimum 15+ years of working experience in design softwares like PV Elite, other relevant codes.

Maintenance and quality records, report supplier performance and quality to management

Responsible for Quality Control Plan and ensure excellent performance and quality to management

Manage/implement the entire quality program for Air Conditioning and other relevant codes.

APPLICATIONS are invited from candidates working with reputed Singaporean company for their project on...
**OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENTS**

**QATAR**

**QATAR GAS PROJECT**

**ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN**

- **EXPERIENCE:** 10-15 years in Electrical Engineering
- **QUALIFICATION:** Electrician Degree
- **SALARY:** 640/- per sq. cms.
- **LOGISTICS/SHIPPING COORDINATOR:**
  - **EXPERIENCE:** Not mentioned
  - **SALARY:** 1200 to 2200 AED
- **FREE RECRUITMENT FOR QATAR**
  - **LOGISTICS/SHIPPING EXPERIENCE** is essential.
  - **LOGISTICS/SHIPPING COORDINATOR:**
    - **SALARY ON COMMISSION UPTO 3000 AED**
    - **EMAIL:** ADVT@ASSIGNMENTSABROADTIMES.COM

**OMAN**

**FREE RECRUITMENT FOR SAUDI ARABIA**

**WHEEL LOADER OPERATORS**

- **QUANTITY:** 10MT
- **LOGISTICS/SHIPPING**: Essential

**NSI**

**FREE RECRUITMENT FOR QATAR**

- **ELECTRONICS ENGINEER**
- **QUALIFICATION:** Bachelor of Engineering (Electronics & Communications)
- **LOGISTICS/SHIPPING**: Essential

**DUBAI**

**URGENT REQUIRED FOR DUBAI**

- **CLIENT INTERVIEW FOR DUBAI**
  - **INTERVIEW DATE:** 24/10/2021 & 25/10/2021
  - **INTERVIEW TIME:** 10AM TO 05PM

**INDIAN ATTRACTIONS**